Names: Worthington

Dear Joyce,

We have the following censuses on microfilm:

1830 not indexed
1840 not indexed
1850 online and complete
1855 not indexed
1860 index online
1865 not indexed
1870 index online

1880 part online, part unfinished             (http://www.rootsweb.com/~ilbrown/1880_Census/BrownCounty1880Census-idx.html)

1900 not indexed
1910 not indexed
1920 not indexed

As for death certificates, they were issued in Brown County beginning 1878, but were not consistent for some time. Obituaries from the local papers might possibly be found at the Versailles Area Genealogical and Historical Society. Their email address is: vaghs83@adams.net, and their phone is 217-225-3401. Mary Logsdon is the President.

We can search all of thee censuses, but it would be helpful if you went online and gave us the page number to search in those with online indexes. the 1880 is only partially transcribed and online, and so if the town has not been completed, we will do a search for you. Please give the name of the town your ancestor was living in for those without an index, in order to reduce our search time. We generally allow about one hour per email request. That adds up to many hours with the number of requests we get.

We don't know of anyone else researching the particular family you are interested in, but if you want to join our mailing list (http://www.rootsweb.com/~ilbrown/brown.htm) and put out a statement to all parties currently on the list, you might find someone else also researching this line.

I hope this helps. Please let us know your specific needs on the census, and be sure to send us index page numbers where we have them available.

Joyce Brewer wrote:
Hi, Can you tell me if you have census in 1860 ,1865,1875 1880 ,and in them
would you have
Bradford Worthingtons -family. in any of these .
I already have him in the 1850 and 1870 census .
---------------Also is there a obit .of Ann Elizabeth (Dunbar) Worthington
his second wife that died on May 17 ,1870 buried in the Perry Cem.
--------------or his first wife Lucinda Hills that died on 27,Aug.1845 obit
and or her death cert.
---------------and would there be a death cert.at the court house.on both of
them .
 Is there anyone tracing the Hills family Robert N and Elizabeth Angel Hills
that were Lucinda parents?.I would like to known  anyone that is tracing
the Worthington family that might have this information. available.
One of the Bradfords son Bradford Jr." Brooks" died in 1881 Born in 1856
does anyone have his obit. ?
another son -Melgar Worthington b. 16, Jul 1862. Kied about 16,Jun 1864
would anyone have his obit or death cert.  Thanks Joyce Worthington Brewer

